THIS TRAIN # 2

E    B7               E
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY, THIS TRAIN
E          E    B7          B7
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY, THIS TRAIN,
E              E
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY,
A                        A
DON'T RIDE NOTHING BUT THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE HOLY,
E                        B7               E
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY, THIS TRAIN.

E    B7               E    E
THIS TRAIN DON'T CARRY NO GAMBLERS, THIS TRAIN
E          E    B7          B7
THIS TRAIN DON'T CARRY NO GAMBLERS, THIS TRAIN
E              E
THIS TRAIN DON'T CARRY NO GAMBLERS,
A                        A
NO MIDNIGHT RAMBLERS - NO BAR FLIERS.
E                        B7               E
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY, THIS TRAIN.

THIS TRAIN IS BUILT FOR SPEED NOW, THIS TRAIN.
THIS TRAIN IS BUILT FOR SPEED NOW, THIS TRAIN.
THIS TRAIN IS BUILT FOR SPEED NOW,
FASTEST TRAIN YOU EVER DID SEE NOW,
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY, THIS TRAIN.

THIS TRAIN IS SOLID BLACK NOW, THIS TRAIN
THIS TRAIN IS SOLID BLACK NOW,
THIS TRAIN THIS TRAIN IS SOLID BLACK NOW,
WHERE IT CARRY YOU, YOU DON'T COME BACK.
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY, THIS TRAIN.

THIS TRAIN YOU DON'T PAY NO TRANSPORTATION.
THIS TRAIN YOU DON'T PAY NO TRANSPORTATION.
THIS TRAIN YOU DON'T PAY NO TRANSPORTATION.
NO JIM CROW AND NO DISCRIMINATION
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY, THIS TRAIN.

THIS TRAIN DON'T CARRY WHITE OR BLACK, THIS TRAIN
THIS TRAIN DON'T CARRY WHITE OR BLACK, THIS TRAIN
THIS TRAIN DON'T CARRY WHITE OR BLACK,
everybody ride it is treated just alike.
THIS TRAIN IS BOUND FOR GLORY, THIS TRAIN.